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Survey says... Bush by,landSlidtl ·Platform
George. Bush is the presidential choice
for 61 percent of the Xavier University
student body, according to a Student
Government Association/The Xavier
Newswire Election. '88 Student Survey.
But according to the poll, Bush's expressway to the White House will not
be without detours on November 8.
The survey was distributed the week
of OC:tober 24 · to the university's philosophy arid theology das5es, ·resulting in
a response of 538 completed surveys
measuring approximately eight percent
of the student body. The results of the
survey· are as foUows:
• Eighty.:.three percent of the students
responding are registered voters. Ten
percent of these students had registered to vote on campus this fall.
• Most respondents, 83 percent, are between the ages of 18 and 22. Eleven
percent are between: 23 ·and 30, three
percent are aged 31-40, and two percent are 41 and over/ The remaining
one ·percent are under the age of 18 ·
and not old enough to vote.
• Seventy--One percent of the students
said that the '88 election 'will be the
first pre5idential eleetion they vote in.
• Forty.;three .percent of all students
..
. con~r :theritsetws~~RepUblieans;: ~hile.
only 19 percent ·consider themselve5
Democrats. Eighteen percent are undecided, 16 percent consider themselves
Independent, and· only three percent
consider themselves members of other
parties.
• The issues considered to be the most
crucial for students are the national
deficit, and federal student loans, with
28 and 26 percent responses, respectively.
• Sixty-two percent of the students
polled said that the vice-presidential
candidate selection will not have a
bearing on the way they will vote,
while 39 percent said they are undecided as to whether either of the vicepresidential candidates, Dan Quayle
or Lloyd Bentsen; would be better
qualified to assume the office -of. the
president, in the event the president

should become unable to perform his
duties. Thirty-:five percent expressed
that Bentsen would make a better
president and 26 percent expressed
that Quayle would better fill· the Oval
Office.
·
• More than half of the students, 57
percent, feel that they have enough
information about the candidates and
the issues to base their votes.
• .Students· who are considering not voting in the election are outnumbered
by a near two-to-one margin by those
who are planning to vote.
• Sixty-one percent of the respondents
will vote for Bush, 26 percent will
eight'·pervote for Michael Dukakis,
.
'·~

.

cent are going to vote for another .
candidate, and five percent are still
undecided as to whether they .will
vote for Bush, Dukakis or another
candidate.
·
Of the 36 percent of the students
who· are considering not voting in the
'88 presidential election, most cited a
dissatisfaction with the candidates and
the. fefusal to choose between the lesser
of two evils as the primary reasons for
not voting. One respondent said, "Neither candidate appears to have the ability to run a country. The whole campaign is nothing but a circus!"
"Honestly, I would like to vote 'none of
the above:" said another student.
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politics
debatable
by Jennifer Stark
News editor
'Who gave Republicans· a monopoly
on good, moral, family values?" questioned Tom Hayward, a panel member
in the College Republicans/College
Democrats presidential debate Monday
night. The purpose .of the Halloween
debate was to inform, not to
frighten ... but political feelings such as
Hayward's ran deep.
Fielding questions from the audience·
of approximately 85 students, John ·
Belle, Stephen Camey and Kevin Murrin answered from the Republican point
of view. Aris Christofides, Fred Courtright and Tom Hayward parried from
a democratic frame of. mind. They only
debated the platform policies of the parties' presidential c~didates'. Dave Coleman, director of Student Activities, me~
diated the debate ..···
·
· · ·
Topics discussed during the one-and-ahalf hour debate included taxes, the def-.
icit, military spending and the war on
drugs. According to junior Katy Heins,
the debate concentrated too much on
the economy. 'The questions people
asked were good," she said, "but no domestic policies were mentioi;led ·(such as
the plight of the homeless), and very
few questions were asked about foreign
policy:'
Politics on campus haven't ended yet.
This Friday, a Bush/Quayle rally will
be staged on Fountain Square in downtown Cincinnati. Vice President Bush.
will speak at this, his last and ''biggest"
rally as a presidential candidate. Buses
will leave campus for Fountain Square
at 10:30 a.m. from the University Center, and free tickets may be Obtained by
contacting John Belle, 745-3110, or
Shaun Tray, 745-3231.

Republican, democratic .Platfonns: point for point
In an effort to encourage an educated
student vote, The Xavier Newswire. is
presenting this capsulized version of
some of the Republican and Demo- ·
cratic presidential candidates' plat-

fonns.

FdREGN POLICY
BUSH

t' Favors military and humanitarian
aid to the Contras

t' Opposes further sanctions against
South Africa
t' U.S. should work as a broker in
the Middle East, facilitating negotiations but not imposing conditions for a settlement;. pledge&
never to abandon Israel

DUKAKIS

t' Opposes any aid to the Contras

t"'

W~ts. to toughen economic sane-

tions against South Africa and

seek a more comprehensive trade
embargo against the country

t' Wants international arms embargo
in Persian Gulf, as well as international naval force to protect the
right of freedom of seas

DRUGS
BUSH

t' Pledges to create Cabinet-level

· council to lead. war on drugs·
v Wants death penaltY for those
who commit d?ug;.related murders;
believes failure to remain drug
free after arrest should· mean jail
sentence
t' Favors legislation that would strip
drivers' licenses and federal stu·dent loans from repeat offenders

DUKAKIS
t' Would appoint Cabinet-level drug
czar to direct all anti-drug programs
.
Would devote more foreign aid to
other nations' efforts to stop drug
production; would threaten to
withhold foreign aid to governments to try to stop drug shipments into U.S.
v Promises· to iltcrease commitment
to local drug treatment and rehabilitation programs

v

SOCIAL ISSUES
BUSH
t' Favors death penalty

v

Opposes abortion, except in cases
of rape or incest, or to
the
life of the· mother

save

t' Opposes federal gun registration
· and licensing of owners; favors relaxing gun control laws now on
books although once voted for
gun control bill as a congressman

DUKAKIS
t' Opposes death penalty
t' Opposes constitutional amendment
to outlaw abortion, favors federal

fuitding

t' Supports right to bear arms, a reversal of his push in 1976 to ban
handguns outright in Massachu-

setts

·

Coping with alcoholism a strugglefor family, friends
•

bv. Ka"?berl~ Grote
editor in chief
.
This is the second article of a
four-part ~ exp1!Jring the effects. of. alcoholism 01J. collegeage students, specifically at
XmJin' ·University. Some of the
names in this article have been
withheld to protect the mionymity of the students. ·

friends who are. aHected by the
alcoholics' drinking..
··..
· SJtt: recalls
hell ":a5
··
breaking loose .since this oc~ around ~ exm:'5 last

·::-n.

SJ>n?B· ,~he ~~,ted m a

family intervention and attended weekly AlAnon ~
as 1>art of her brother's hospital
trea~t prosi:am, all via trips
&om CUlClllllati to Oeveland.
~ purpose of the intervention, ~ week-long trea~t alPart two of four
temative, was for family memhers
to confront the abuser
My first experience with
'th t ·aight f ct
d h'· ' hi
WI • s r
a s an ow . s
AlAnon was when I was in
abus~ makes them feel. This
fourth grade and went to an
le_t him ~ the consequences of
AlAnon meeting with my
his beha~or.
mother because my Dad was
. She said the AIAn~n meetan alcoholic. I didn't touch
ings
were the, only things. she
AlAnon again until my junior
year here at Xavier when I had ~dcktobecahelp. 1 kept coming
a
use I saw people there
a friend with a drinking probwho
looked
happy even though
lem. I really didn't know if
they
had
the
same __u_ft I
what I was doing was helping . had" said Keesee
y&uuacaa...
'
·
or hurting her. I started to read
''My first reaction to my
my Moms AIAnon book and
brother was anger and rase:'
decided I didn't need any more
she said. She wondered how he
meetings. I was intimidated
could be so stupid, and what'li
when they said it was a lifemore, how he could endanger
long thing.
their
parents' lives. Then her
Two or three weeks later, I
mood shifted to hurt. She felt
found out a fire at our house
was arson and my brother was she could no longer trust anything that had ever occurred
a drug user and dealer.
between
them. She also became
At this point, senior Kathy
mad at herself because she felt
Keesee realized that dealing
she was too naive to see the
with an alcoholic family member would indeed be a life-long problem.
Keesees whole family was diprocess. She says she had no
vided in the way they reacted
idea her brother was even usto the situation. Each reacted1
ing; much less dealing drugs.
She remembers feeling de5perate differently. '1 remember evecyone was against each other and
·and shocked when she first
they were all trying to get me
found out. At this point any
on their side;' she said.
help was welcomed. "My
Now that her brother has
friends were very supportive,
been released from treatment
but they were as clueless as I
and she has been working the
was about the whole thing,"
AIAnon program, she has seen
said Keesee. She found help in
AlAnon, a self-help support
the effects of a support group.
'The entire family is in recovgroup for family and close

ery and working the program;' · personal cor\Cems' and problems
''We.are now working
they are having and sometimes
to improve ~Ives which in
.it will come up .in the context ·
~ ~ also un~ our
of the conversation that al~oh?l
family life. - ~y because has had ~ effect on their life
we can,, share our feelings more · ~ many. timeS becau;ie they.
openly.
have a friend or family member
"The wh<;>le experience. has· af- ~~o is an alcoh?lic. or alcohol
fected my life. The program has JS m some way indirectly affectimproved my relationships with
ing them:~
other people because what was
Another Xavier senior said he
characte~stic in my. codepe!'didn't even realize what effect
~ with my f~y ~~
his ·father's drinking had on him
. over ~to other relationships,
until he became an adult unable
sheTh.
said.
funCtion
· normall y. '1 started
. C' .
.C
cil
to
e . m~ti oun on
seeing a counselor because of
Al~ohol~m estimates each alcoproblems 1 was having in relahobc senously affects at .least
tionships and with my own self
Co!'"" other people ... fam~y,
image, and 1 came out underfriends, co-workers.... this
standing that it could all be atmeans that app~mately.
tributed to the dysfunctional al600,000 people m our region .
coholic environment 1 was
are adversely affected each day
raised" he 'd Through art'
due to alcoholism.
· t' ' . Adsaiul.t Childre pf ic''Most ~inoc "ad would
tpa ion ~
n
drink til:·-he-fe'O"'llfaJasl
the Alcoholics (ACA), he was able
un
eep on
to come to tenns with his fath~· Twelve years later I .reer's alcoholism and its effects on
ali7.e that my dad was passang
his· own life
out almost nightly;' said sopho·
more Missy Balcer.
Marty. Mann, founder-con"When. I was 15, evei-ything
sultant of the National Council
started to hit me all at once
on Alcoholism, is the author of
and I was falling apart. All of
New Primer on Alcoholism, a
my life I had to keep the fambook she says provides the
ily secret, following the 'don't
non-alcoholic world in which
talk!' rule. For years I was try- the alcoholic lives with practiing to avoid the root .of the
cal, usable information. Accordproblems by looking for other
ing to Mann, there are approxithings to be wrong, trying to
mately 10,000,000 alcoholics in
the United States. Since each alsolve my friends' problems and
taking the weight of the world
C::oholic affects four people, this
on my own shoulders:' Baker
means there are probably
sought help and support
40,000,000 people nationwide,
through Alateen, a support
nan-alcoholics who are seriously
group of friends and family
affected by the alcoholics bemembers of alcoholics designed
havior. Too often they suffer
specifically for 12-20 year olds.
helplessly, unable to do any"Alcoholism usually presents
thing about it since it is not
itself in some. other capacity;•
their own illness, she says. "But
said Dr. Lon Kriner, director of
there is much they can do,
the Health and Counseling Cen- even 50 • They need not be
ter. "Students will talk about
helpless, if ·they have knowledge. And the knowledge exists;
it needs only to become widely
known, and to be used," said

&he.said.

°

Mann.
by Therese Gallagher
Senator
Last years Senate tried to solve the parking
problem on campus. Students complained
about the lack of spaces and the poor quality
of the North Lot. Last summer the lot was
repaved, restriped and a new entrance and exit
was added. It was hoped these steps would
solve the problem by making more spaces and
easing congestion.
This hasn't been the case. We still have
growing restlessness over commuter versus resiLaura Chapnick photo
dent parking. In my three years at Xavier, the
issue has been brought up time and time
: Senator Theresa Gallagher
again. This year has been no different from the
past.
. October 19, t'!e Senate held an open student forum which focused its concern. on the parking
1SSue'. 0"ce again, .commuters discussed the frustration of having to drive to Xavier and then
not finding a parking space close to campus - while residents, on the other hana, have the
spaces closest to campus when all they have to do is walk across the street to go to class.
~ asked to offer the Senate possible solutions to this problem, the students who raised the
issue suggested reserved commuter parking in the upper North Parking Lot 8 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
I have. lived. in the residence halls for two years and am currently living off campus. I
S~J?athize with com?'uters, but feel they are wrong in their request. It is unfair, in my
opinion, ~o all those involved. After all, why should special spaces be reserved for commuters
w~n residents pay the ~me for a pa~king perm_it? Maybe if Xavier had a commuter permit
which was more expensive than a resident pem11t, I would agree. with splitting the lot, but
everyone pays the same amount. Also, why is there such a problem with the first-come . firstserve method~ use naw? And finally, who is to say the residents don't have a higher'volume
of car use dunng the day? Commuters use their cars to come to Xavier before class and then
they leave ~fter class, but residents use their cars for all aspects• of living,.· such as going to
.
· ·. •
work, nmmng errands, going shopping, etc.
. I'd like to think my opinions. are unbiased and they reflect what is right for all students
involved. ·. Corrim~Jers · must reali~e at any ~c~ool . there:. will be. parking· problems . . . solving
these .problems will take concessions. from both- parties involved.. ·.. ·· . •
. ·. · . . .

Lissa I<nue, a Health and
Counseling Center counselor, is
organizing an Adult Children of
Alcoholics (ACA) group on
campus. Any interested students
can contact I<nue or come to
one of the meetings held every
Thursday in the Kuhlman Hall
Chapel from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Any student interested in
finding out more about AIAnon
or AIAteen should contact the
Cincinnati Council on Alcoholism or call 891-2055 to find out
about the more than uo
weekly meetings in the Cincinnati area.
Part three in this series will
examine the effects of alcohol
on the alcoholic himself and
how he can seek help through
Alcoholics Anonymous.

-·
. ·
. Did you grow up
: - with 8 problem ·
·
-drinker? ·
·
-AIAnon. is for families, re-

· latives and friends whoie
lives have been affected by
someone else's drinking.

Many adults question
whether they have been affected by alcoholism. H
someone close to you has, or
has had a drinking problem,
the following'
t'
.
ques 1005 may
help you in determining
whether alcoholism affected
your childhood or present
life and if AIAnon is for
you.
(1) Do you constantly seek
approval and affirmation7
(2) Do you fail to recognize
your accomplishments7
D
fe
3 o you ar criticisml
(4 ) Do you overextend yourself7
(5) Have you had problems
with your own compulsive behavior7
(6) Do you have a need for
perfection?
.
(7) Are you uneasy when
your life is going
smoothly, continually anticipating probl~7
(8) Do you feel more alive in
the midst of a crisis7
(9) Do you still feel responsible for. others, as you did
for the problem drinker
in your life7
(10) Do you care for others i
easily, yet find it difficult to care for yourself?
(11) Do you isolate yourself
from other people7
(12) Do you respond with
anxiety to authority figures and angry people?
(13) Do you feel that individuals and society in
general are taking advantage of you7
(14) Do you have trouble
with intimate relationships7
(15) Do you confuse pity
with love, as you did
with the problem
drinker7
(16) Do you attract and seek
people who tend to be
compulsive7
(17) Do you cling to retationships because you
are afraid of being
alone7
(18) Do you often mistrust
your own feelings and
the feelings expressed by
others7
(19) Do you find it difficult
to express your emotion7
(20) Do you think parental
drinking may have affected you7

()

Do you like the music of

The Eagles? ... Firefall?
Randy Meisner and Rick ·Roberts, former members
of both groups, bring all of these classic hits back to ..
Burgundy's for one show only!

.

The Robert Meisner. Band
Monday, November 7th . ,' .
(Overdue opens)
·. · .

Tickets only $4.00 with a college l.D. at

. · BURGUNDY'S

Wednesday.~ NC>Vembef 2,1 1988· ny
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Health :and ·
Counseling·
prescribes· m·

.. ·.·-..':

student bOdY
by Anne Kindt
staff reporter
Offering a variety of services
from stress workshops to sore
throat prescriptions, the Health
and Counseling Center. understands the needs of the student
body. Experienced counselors
and a dedicated medical staff
work to provide complete
health care.
Lissa I<nue helped at the center, located on the first floor of
Kuhlman Hall, last year as a
graduate assistant while working on. her master's degree in
clinical psychology ·at Xavier.
This year, she· is part of the
counseling staff. '1 like it here,
and I enjoy the students;' said
I<nue about working at the center. '1 also think it is important
to be involved:'
Three full-time counselors
now work to handle the increased demand for counseling.
According to the· center's annual
report, 1,330 counseling sessions
were conducted between June 1,
1987 and May 31, 1988; This
was up from 1,202 in 1986-87.
Students in particular seek
counseling about many personal
problems: family issues, relationships, stress management or
eating disorders.

The medical section of the
center provides the attention of
two part-time physicians and a
nursing staff. These services are
free, with the exception of prescriptions, X-rays and lab work.
Currently, the medical team is
conducting a tension headache
study. Students can participate
in the study by contacting Ann
Brown, R.N. Ninety students
have taken part in the program
this year, and the study can accommodate up to 300 participants.
The center has conducted
similar studies before, such as a
sore throat study which began
two years ago. Money earned
for this research is used to improve the Self-Help Lab located
in the center's lobby.
The center is also starting a
support group for Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACA). The
group will meet every Thursday
(beginning tomorrow) from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m., in the Kuhlman
Hall Chapel. Knue said the
group was started because students expressed a need for it on
campus.
The Health and Counseling
Center is available to the entire
community. More than 6,000
students, faculty and community members passed through
its doors last. year, according to
the annual report, and more are
expected this year. The people
they find inside are ready .to
help them, according to Knue.
"We are here to
.she
said, "it's just a matter of people letting us know how we

serve:'

can:'
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English Club examines
traditional litera.ry canon
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Newswire refuses John Birch Society ads

continued to be dominated by
myself and the other ·panelists,
following the series of brief presentations. The silence of many
student participants was particulary significant, since they
comprised nearly all those present. That silence is, in fact,
mostly what this letter is about.
I'm hoping, in the midst of
campaign rhetoric, and so on,
with midterms behind us, to invite other students to contribute
to this discussion of canon formation and related issues.
Most interesting, from my
perspective, was the issue of
models or metaphors of the relationship between text and
reader which were examined:
what happens to us when we
read? What are our perceptions
of that experience7 The language of '1ove" was invoked as
several panelists described their
perception of textuality in virtually sado-masochistic terms, as
dominating or submitting to the
text, being seduced by language
stereotyped individuals will be
as reader._or having possession
categorically eliminated or dismissed as tradition dictates, re- of language as writer; in more
tame terins, "falling in love"
mains to be seenl I'm not conwith the text, by conventional,
vinced that there was actually
patriarchal standards. I now
time for the creation of space
for truly collaborative, construe-· better undenta.nd my own
tive,' mutUally enridilng and
problems·with many. ~led
"great" books, works that have
empowering thinking (did we
really learn from one another?). been privileged, protected, and
Perhaps future panel discussions p~ by this sort of concould provide this time and
~tion. I prefer the .model of a
. fflily powerful text as "speaking
space.
Also disturbing, however, and ' fo my heart or soul;' as affirming and empowering me ·as
perhaps related to these more
reader, not negating me.
practical constraints, was the
The evening's central chalextent to which the disa1c:c:ion
lenge of listening to one another reinforces the challenge of
· listening to texts that are
"threatening:' For me, this
means taking the risk of reading more works by white, male,
conjunction with the newspaheterosexual,
bourgeois authors,
per's standards and practices.
works which more often than
Damned if we do,
not do indeed negate my personhood as woman, as writer.
damned if we don't
More importantly, this challenge
Then, on Monday, Oct. 24,
of
listening also means expendflyers were distributed on caming
extra energy on the risk of
pus by a John Birch Society
reading texts by ethnically, rarepresentative which read
cially, sexually, socio-economi"Banned at XUI The Xavier
cally
diverse authors, especially
Newswire refused to run this
those
victimized by our nation's
advertisement. Who sez7 These
imperialistic exploitation, those
people:' The ad displayed a
of the so-called "Third World:'
copy of the ad we refused to
Finally, then I propose active
run and a copy of The Xavier
engagement,
certainly concenNewswire staff box.
trating on providing a genuine
After these flyers circulated
around campus, several students· hearing for those works forgotten and those texts actively exnow questioned why we were
cluded
by ·traditional notions of
"censoring" ·ads. My response
canon, I believe we, as memto these individuals is that our
advertising policy states that we bers of university academics
have the right to refuse any ads . have a special responsibility to
we deem inappropriate or offen~ begU\ to account for this secon
group .of "risky" authors, in
sive. I think the people who
light, at the very least, of our
questioned our refusal to conleisure, and the good fortune t
tinue running the· ads were, as
be
literate. If we dare listen,
we were, ill-informed as to the
these authors will certainly
practices of the society.
I hope this clears up the con- challenge our sensibilities and
values and ideas of art; and n
troversy over the John Birch
doubt
they .will enrich and
Society ads and lays to rest
transform our understanding 0
any questions concerning our•
what it means to be human .
advertising policy..

Are there any great books7
What books should be read7
These questions, and their asking in the university setting,
presumes a certain leisure, economic and otherwise, which I
cannot take for granted. This
given, the English Club's panel
discussion on literary canon formation provided considerable
breadth of approach for examining these opening questions,
and generated many others.
Somewhat disturbing, however, was predictable polarization of viewpoints that occurred
among self-consciously identifed
classicists, modernists and feminists, among others. Individuals
seemed limited by these stereotypes. Still, it was a beginning
for the Xavier community, a
show of concern for these necessarily inter-disciplinary questions, and therefore, it was es. sentially an experiment in
listening. Whether authentic listening occumd, whether these

Policies and audience offended
by Kimberly Gmte
editor in chief
The Xavier Newswire ran
two John Birch Society ads in
its September 21 and 28 issues.
According to the New World
Encydopedia, the society describes itself as an educational
organization with goals of '1ess
government, more responsibility,
and ... with God's help ... a better world:' However, it is better
known as an ultra right-wing
political society established as
an anti-communist organization,
but which has evolved into racist, anti-semitic, anti-Catholic,
white supremist group.
The society, founded as a
conservative, anti-communist
organization in the United
States in 1958 by Robert H. W
Welch, Jr., was named fur
Capt. John Birch, a Baptist mis,
sionary who was killed by
Communist Chinese while serving in World War II.
The society thrived in the
McCarthy era and was known
. for blacklisting professionals and
·harrassing members of the
groups it opposed. The John · ·
Birch Society has a.Jso be_en re-

ported as being responsible for
cross-burning. demonstrations
and using menacing techniques.

Adding insight to
advertising policy

individuals and groups on campus expressed alarm at our having run the John Birch Society
ads due to what they perceived
the society represented. These
people questioned our ad pol-

icy.

With this in mind, I would
We evaluated the circumlike to inform.the Xavier comstances surrounding our having
munity and our readership the
run the ads in conjunction with
events surrounding the original
the university mission statement
and policies. ·
decision to run and our subseThrough a joint decision on
quent refusal to continue running them.
the part of the advertising manThe reason the Newswire
ager, the advisor and myself,
originally ran· the ads was bewe concluded that the ads did
cause we thought we were obli- not coincide with university
ethics and our audience's comgated to run all political ads.
munity standards.
(According to College Media·
Advisors' guidelines on recent
And after all, if we are not
Supreme Court decisions reservicing our community, then
we need to reevaluate our own
garding access to media.) Furthermore, we were under the
purpose. Based on this, we deassumption that the John Birch
cided to refuse to publish any
Society was a radical right-wing future ads from the John Birch
group but had no idea the exSociety.
This is not to say that every
tent of its .views, policies and
practices.
time an individual or group is
We later found out that we
opposed to one of our decisions
were only required to· run polit- or particular content that we
ical ads if they endorse a candi- Will automatically stop the
date. SinC:e the society was not ··practice or reverse the decision.
endorsing a candidate, we con"
We must treat each case and
.sidered pUlling the .ads.
· .e~ch complaint or criticism on.
In.·addition, 'seyeral concerned an ,individUal basis viewed in

''' ~bY

~ary. Kay .Re·hadl
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Democrats succumb
to hating. foreigners
Steven P. Carney
columnist
Throughout US history, candidates have shamefully tried to
win votes by appeals to racism,
anti-semitism and ethnic discrimination of every type. Fortunately, this type of campaign
has declined as Americans have
. become more tolerant and as
candidates realize they must
reach out to all voters in order
to win. Unfortunately,. some
politicians have now found a
group they can condemn without a loss of votes: foreigners.
The new round of foreignerbashing began in this campaign
back in the primaries with
Democrat Dick Gephardt. He
won Iowa, by complaining
about South :Korea, Japan, etc.
and demanding protectionism.
His Gephardt· Amendment
would have erected new barriers to trade and hurt both ·
America and our trading partners. Fortunately, Gephardt was
defeated in his race for the
Democratic nomination.

Dukakis promises that
"the best America is yet
to come." But if
America is to be
number one, it must be
by building America
.·up, not tearing other
countries down.
Mike Dukakis criticized the
Gephardt Amendment for its
protectionist, anti-trade stance
early in the campaign. Many
people who disagreed with Dulcakis on other issues were
happy to see that he at least
recognized the need for free
trade. But Dukakis gave in to
anti-trade pressure, and recently
has begun to aiticize foreign
investment. He appeared in a
St. Louis, MO. plant with former opponent Dick Gephardt,
and there Mike Dulcakis railed
against foreign-owned business
and foreign investment. He
spoke of American workers and
of the superiority of American
plants.
The workers did not give
Dukakis the warm reception he
had anticipated, and he was bewildered. Perhaps the reason
his foreigner-bashing did not go
over well was that the plant at
which he spoke was in fact foreign-owned and those workers
had good jobs at good wages
thanks to foreign investment.
Disappointed, local Dukakis
supporters had to apologize for
the governors gaffe.
The· Missouri incident embarassed Dulcakis but his xenophobic campaign continues. During
the vice-presidential debate,
U0yd Bensten made repeated
references to foreign investment,
all of·them negative. He complained about foreign. ownership
of business, real estate, etc.
This is rather hypocritical of
the Texas senator, considering
he has at least one quarter of a
million dollars in a mutual fund

which invests only in foreign
countries.
Perhaps, since he invests so
much abroad, Bentsen takes the
view that it's wrong for foreign. ers to invest here, but perfectly
fine for Americans to butt into
other countries. Coke can buy
Guatamala, but its citizens can't
buy here. This belief is not
only wrong, but ironic. After
all, haven't Democrats always
accused Republicans of being
"imperialist;' pushing around
small nations in the name of
American dominance? H anything is imperialist, it is this
hypocritical stance spouted by
Senator Bentsen.
This whole rash of Democratic xenophobia is ironic for a
number of reasons. Earlier this
century, Republicans were protectionist while Democrats were
free-traders. It took a Depression to convince Republicans
that Smoot-Hawley trade barriers were wrong and today's Republicans regularly aiticize
what was then a Republican
position. ~can afford another
Depression while the Democrats
learn the same lesson.
Another irony is that Dukakis has made much of his
ethnic heritage, constantly reminding everyone that he is the
"son of hninigrants:' He has
spoken often of the "American
dream" and how proud he is of
-~'s ability to allow immigrants sttch ·a5 his· parents to
succeed. Perhaps someone
should remind Dukakis that all
immigrants, including his parents, were once the "foreigners"
that he now vehemently warns
against.
The ultimate irony is that the
Democrats have accused the Republicans of "wrapping themselves in the flag:' But which is
worse: a simple patriotism out
of love for America or a phony
patriotism used to blast Japan?
Dukakis promises that "the best
America is yet to come:' But if
America is to be number one,
it must be by building America
up, not tearing other countries

down.
Hopefully, after Bush's victory, Democrats will return to
their senses and recognize the
necessity for free trade. Until
then, desperation of Dukakis'
losing campaign may continue
its xenophobic trend. Perhaps,
if Samuel Johnson were alive
today to witness this cheap tactic, he would note sadly that
protectionism is the last refuge
of a scoundrel.

The comments and statements expressed on this page ·
are solely the opinions of contributing columnists. They do
not necessarily reflect those of
the editors of The Xavier Newswire staff.
If you wish to submit an article or letter to the editor in
response to these or other issues, please do so by sending it
to The Xavier Newswire clo
Anthony Kovalik, Perspectives
editor, Brockman Hall, or call
the office at 745-3561.

Dukakis still the better candidate
The re-election process is fiachievements has George Bush
gram was immediately stopped.
nally almost over. Granted this
ever accomplished once.
The mistake cannot be rectified,
year's campaigns seemed to
Instead, Bush has helped ae- and Dulcakis has not considered
ate the largest trade imbalance
have lasted longer than previre-instituting that program, Eveous elections. Many Americans
known to mankind, watched
ryone makes mistakes, but at ·
are now looking forward to
our economy become taken
•least Dukakis has enough sense
November 8 so they won't be
not to sell weapons to the Iranover by the Japanese, watched
ians.
bothered by political ads on tel- crime, drug and alcohol abuse
evision, flyers they immediately rates rise, and helped institute
One striking difference bethrow in the trash, and the intween these two candidates is
programs to decrease educacessant hounding from camthe programs they've proposed.
tional assistance, fundings, and
Dukakis has good ideas for stupaign aids calling you for dona- environmental services. Yet,
dent loans and repayments, and
tions. But, if nothing else, at
for housing. George came up
least in one form or another,
through one strategy or anwith a plan to help the individMichael Dukakis has
ual taxpayer save $20 a year
other, our process of choosing · come through this
leaders works.
for a new home, or for their
ca.mpaign showing all
child's education. . . brilliance,
On the Democratic ticket,
sheer brilliance.
our process has worked remark- the signs of a true
When you look at the whole
ably. well. Michael Dukakis
champion.
spectrum of this campaign,
emerged from a pack of unboth candidates have made misknown candidates this year to
Bush says he will rectify these
takes, have. flaws, and have
lead the Democratic Party.
both good and bad points.
While on the Republican side, I problems without raising
taxes ... IMPOSSIBLE. At least
Even newspapers (for example,
see the process faining, and
Mike Dukakis has enough spine The Atlanta Constitution) have
faining miserably. Since the
endorsed one candidate, but at
to admit he may have to raise
Iowa caucuses, the Republicans
the same time, express reservafirst quarrelled and had numer- taxes. Mark my words, George
Bush, if elected, will raise taxes tions which are strong points
ous name-calling incidents
for the other candidate.
amongst themselves, (anyone re- sooner or later.
On this campaign, Bush has
Personally, I encourage you
member the Bob Dole and
constantly beat one issue to a
to vote Democrat and vote for
George Bush arguments?) and
Mike Dulcakis. But, the most
then used that same strategy on ·pulp. A murderer was set free
on weekend parole in an experi- important thing is to vote! This
the Democrats. All along, the
mental Dukakis program to aid is a right we cannot take lightly
Democrats stressed party unity.
prison overcrowding. This prisand for granted. People in other
Even Jesse Jackson stressed
oner broke into a home, beat
·countries lose their lives trying
unity during hirbulent primary
up a man and raped his wife.
to get this right.
periods. This leads me to fear
-by Robert C. Hawk
what type of leadership George It's important to note that this
wa5 a tragic case, but the proMBA student
Bush and his Republicans will
give our country if elected. As
far as I'm concerned, name-calling won't work in· foreign policy, let alone domestic. I have
The XRvier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
this deep fear that George Bush
during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
may try to one day call Gor.
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
bachev a '1iberal stain brain:'
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
Michael Dukakis has come
of the student body, faculty or administration of Xairier. Statements and opinions
of columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editon.
through this campaign showing
Subscription rates are $15.00/year within the, USA. Subscription inquiries should
all the signs of a true chambe directed to business manager .(513-7~3561). Advertising inquiries will be
pion. He has weathered and
handled by Kent George, advertising manager (513-7~3607).
beaten the attacks of his critics,
Enteml as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number 12:1'.
Reprinting of ~es or cartoons without permislion of the author and/or The\
gained a great deal of respect
Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited;
and believers from colleagues
Xavier Univmity is an academic community committed to equal opportunity
and the people, and has proved
for all persons regardless of age, lll!X, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
that he is the best qualified of
these two candidates to be pres- · Editor in chief ...... : ........ ; ......................... : .... Kimberly Grote
News editon ................................. ·Brian Sullivan, Jennifer Stark
ident. In Massachusetts, he balPerspectives editor ...............•........ ' ............ ,.... Anthony Kovalik
anced ·the budget 10 times, cut
Sports editors ............................. Mike Pfiester, David Slubenrauch
the crime rate, created educaDiversions editon .................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missy Baker, Kent George
tional programs and helped his
Calendar/Special Projects editor ............................. Anita Klausing
Photography editors ........................... Sabra Hayes, Laura Chapnick
state's high school drop-out rate
Advertising manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent George
to become one of the lowest in
Business nianager •...••...••••.....•...••.••.•.........•••..• l'vfarty "'1gell
the nation, and has appointed
Advisor ................................................... George Gordon
over 100 judges. None of these
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MONDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY.

SAC Cinema:
"Midnight Run"
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
$1 with XUID
Peace and Justice:
"Peace and the Elections"·
University Center Terrace
.7 p.m.
Room

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE

AN EFFECTIVE LEADER?
The Xavier Leadership Conference will be held on Nov. 5,
1988, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. The "Sharpen Your Skills
For Success" conference will
feature sessions for students to
choose from such as "Growing
with Your Club or Organization;' "Living Seven Days a
Week: Beyond Victory Parkway;' etc. Keynote speaker Dr.
Tom Hayes will speak on
"Keeping Success in Perspective." For more information,
contact Randal McCravy at
745-3205 or Mimi Chamberlain at 745-3046. You can find
registration sheets at the information desk in the University
Center.

Student liturgies:
Bellarmine ·Chapel
4:30 and 10 p.ni.

SGA meeting
CBA 4
2:30 p.m.

Jazz Piano Concert
University Center Theatre
7:30 p.m.

Spanish Club:
.
Conversation Hour
Becker House
7 p.m.

Student liturgies:
BelJarmine Chapel
4:30 and 10 p.m.

1 p.m.

Wednesday Jump Start
"Cheap Thrill"
DownUnder 9:30 p.m.- 12:30 a.m.

1

2

.

SAC Cinema:
TBA
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
·

Wednesday Jump Start:
TBA
DownUnder 9:30 p.m.- 12:30 a.m.

9

"El Salvador: The Roots of
Today's Poetry"
Kelley Auditorium

.
Minority Affairs:
AIDS Presentation,
"Don't forget Sherrie"
Finn Lodge
6:30 p.m.
Hunger Banquet
Main Dining Room
4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

7:30p.m.

$1 with XUID

+-

HARVEST WEEK -..

SAC Cinema:
'The Milagro Beanfield
War"
University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

14

13
Xavier Players:
"Chekhov in Yalta"
University Center Theatre

·

7

6

.

15

Faith and Justice Forum

Forum:
"Politics of Hunger"
University Center Terrace
Room
7 to 10 p.m.
Wednesday Jump Start
TBA
DownUnder

9,~

p.m.-; .

6

~

WVXU 91.7 FM
10 a.m.

·

THANKSGIVING Bl

n

Xavier Gospel Group:
Gospel Choir Concert
I<elley Auditorium

6,~p.m.20

Classical Guitar Concert
University Center Theatre
2:30 p.m.

Jazz Ensemble Concert
University Center Theatre
2:30 p.m.

27

22

21
SGA meeting
CBA4

23

SAC Cinema:

2:30 p.m.

TBA

Spanish Club:
Conversation Hour
Becker House
7 p.m.

28

University Center Theatre
2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
$1 with XUID

29

Wednesday Jump Start
Amateur Comedy Night
DownUnder 9:30 p.m.-U:30 a.m.

30
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THURSDAY

>AY.

FRIDAY

SAC:

1rt

· Liz• Story Concert

) a.m.

2
1rt:

30 a.m.

University Center Theatre
8.p.m.
·Spanish Club:
"La pergola de las Hores"
University Center Regis
Room

3

7p.m.

.

'

Music Department:
Student Recital
Cash Room
7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY

Theta Phi Alpha:
Toga Party
featuring Smoking Joe
and the Students
· Main Dining Room
9 p.m.- 1 a.m.

4
Peace and Justice:
''The Challenge of Peace"
202 Alter Hall
ri:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.

lOts·of

SAC:
Leadership Conference
University Center
9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
SAC Classical Series:
"Rebel Without a Cause"
Kelley Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

5

College Bowl Tournament
University Center
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

1m

9

10

iger"
er Terrace

Xavier Players:
"Chekhov in Yalta"
University Center Theatre
2 p.m..

art

Andrew Greeley Lecture
University Center Theatre
7-10 p.m.

17
-

ma.m.

30
~·.

Xavier Players:
"Chekhov in Yalta"
University Center Theatre
Sp.m.
Harvest Week Celebration
Main Dining Room
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

12
Music Department:
Senior Recital
University Center Theatre
4 p.m.
Xavier Players:
"Chekhov in Yalta"
University Center Theatre
8 p.m.

18

-·

24
5tart
1edy Night

11

25

26

LIZ STORY
Liz Story is a new-age pianist
(combined classical and jazz)
. who will perform November 3
in the University Center Theatre. Tickets are on sale now at
the SAC office located on the
. first floor of the University
Center next to the Main Dining Room. Ticket cost is $10
for the general public; $5 for
high school students and Xav-.
ier faculty and staff; -and $2
for Xavier students. Tickets
• are available at all Ticketinaster Locations (except for faculty tickets which must be
purchased in the SAC office).
The performance' will begin at
8 p.m. For more information,
please call Randal McCravy at
745-3205 or Fred Courtright at
745-3534.
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Massa lifts XU sports to new dimension
by David Stubenrauch

Sports editor
Faster than Victory. Parkway
traffic, more ·powerful than a
presidential debate, able to leap
Hinkle Hall in a ·single bound,
and continues to grow tOday.
There is only one .thing on
college campus' that meets the
above description, and no, it's
not tuition. Rather, it is women's collegiate sports, and when
it comes to women's sp0rts at
Xavier University, .nobody
knows more about the subject
than Assistant Athletic· Director
Laurie Massa.
Massa, a graduate of Quincy
College in Illinois, came to
Xavier in 1976 as the women's
baslcetball and volleyball coach.
At that time, the basketball
team was in Division m and
heading nowhere. Massa,
though, was not one to sit back

and watch the clouds float bf.
Ji\1979, the basketball team ·
moved into Division II, and
three years later, into Division
I. Finally, in 1986, her final
year as head coach of the
women's basketball team, they
began competition in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
(MCC).
,
She then accepted a position
in the athletic office. She was
made primary administrator
and coordinator of women's
athletics. This position also entails helping coaches and athletes with any problems which
may arise, watching the eligibilty of all the players, and
looking out for all those sports
that are considered "non-revenue:' "As our program has .
grown, we must be careful in
doing it (regulations) the right
way:' says Massa.
. This year, Massa continued

to move forward by accepting
the position of MCC vice president. This new position will
bring many new challenges as
the MCC continues to grow
and expand. By next year, the
MCC will hold nine schools as
compared to just six last year.
In January, the MCC will hold
a meeting in San Francisco. Before then, Massa, along with
Xavier's Athletic Director and
MCC President Jeff Fogelson,
must set their sports priorities,
deciding what three sports Xavier will put special emphasis on
into the next decade.
As for the future, people
should not be surprised if bigLaurie Massa, assistant athletic
ger and better things come
from the area of women's sports director
at Xavier. When asked what
soccer will be the main goal:'
goals she has for the future,
With the wind at her back
Massa answered, "Quality is
and a desire to move on, Laurie
first ... trying to improve qualMassa should have no problem
ity of basketball, volleyball and reaching any future goals~ ·

Blue-White scrimmage tomoR'Ow
by David StubenrRUCh

Sports editor

rune:'

'Well, it's about
said
one of the fans in the Batesville
High School gymnasium as the
Xavier Musketeer basketball
team took the court last week,
a little behind schedule. This
was the reaction of others in
the gym that night, but not
necessarj!y -~use of 'the

,SportServlce
Now Hiring ,for
Bengals Games
Call 621-2459
Ask
Sam.

tor

teams, tardiness. It was the first
time this year that the 1988
version of the Muskie!; played.
for the open public; It has been
seven lonely months without
them, but now they are back,
with the lack of old faces, and
the addition of some new ones.
From the opening tip-off, it
was obvious that this team was
not ready to take on all teams
that came their way, but after-

ABBA

Personnel
Hiring Immediately
241-0111

Work The
Bengals' Games
Now hiring for
positions of
stand workers
and vendors.
Stan.d workers earn
$4.67 per hour
Vendors earn
15<>/o commission

Call 621 ~2459 .

wards, many were optimistic.
Most of the attention. was focused on· three· of the new additions. to the Musketeers. First
was· DaVid Minor, graduate of
Cincinnati's Purcell Marian
High School and transfer from
Indiana University. Minor
brings some much needed playoff experience as a member of
the state championship team in
high school and a member of
the Indiana Hoosiers when they
won the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Tournament in 1986.
The other two fresh faces
were Jerome Holmes and Sydney Raeford. Holmes, a freshman out of the Bronx, N.Y.,
and Raeford, another freshman

out of Jersey City, N.J., both
showed great promise. A little
bit more time could possibly be
the key for .these .two to break
mfo the starting lirie-up.
The basketball team has another blue-white scrimmage set
for Thursday, Nov. 3, at 7 p.m.
at Elder High School. From
there, the team begins kicking
the program into high gear.
The first game of the year is an
exhibition game against .Windsor of Cananda, W?dnesday,
Nov. 9, at the Cincinnati Gardens. Then it's time for the ''Big
Apple" National Invitational
Tournament (NIT) in which the
Muskies will play the Louisville
Cardinals at Riverfront Coliseum, Friday, Nov. 18.

NIT tickets
Get your student priced tickets ($6) for Xavier's first game
against the University of Louisville in the Big Apple National
Invitational Tournament (NIT)
on sale now through Friday,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., in the
ticket office of the O'Connor
Sports Center. Students must
come in person and present
current ID. Additional tickets
are available at full price ($12
each). For this game only, the
special price will be available to
-fitll-time, part.:time and graduate students.
.
Any student interested in
· serving as an officer in the Pep
Cl~b this year should contact

NEED
EXTRA
MONEY

Part Time Jobs Available
Call 621-2459
Ask for Adam.

Sally Watson in the Student
Development Office at 7453204.

Students with plenty of
school spirit, patience, and a
sense of humor are needed to
act as mascots (the Musketeer
or the Blue Blob) this year for
all men's basketball games, various other men's and women's
events and special appearances.
The following is required: a
GPA of at least 2.0, a heigth
requirement of 5'10" to 6'2", an
outgoing personality and an
ability to dance with band/
taped music. If interested also
call Sally Wat~n at 745-3204.

Entry Level/$8.25
Natlori81 Firm has 88118ral
part-time marketing positions.
(all majors considered)
Eve. & Wknct Hours
for interview call 671-7069
10 a.m.-6 p.m. only

Time-out
for trivia

RULES
Every other week, the

Newswire will print five
sports-related questions. Any
full- or part-time student of
Xavier University is eligible
to play. Just write down
your answers on a piece. of
paper or a 3x5 index card,
and place it in an envelope

marked: The Xavier Newswire; Sports Trivia; on-cam. pus.
These can be dropped off
in the. campus post office, located in the basement of the
University Center, or in the
office of the Newswire, in
the basement of Brockman

Hall.
Entries must be in the
hands of the Sports editors
no later than 2 p.m. the
Sunday after· the paper's release.
In case of one or more
correct entries, ,Qne will be
drawn and declared the winner.
The decision of the Sports
editors is final.
Entries are scored at one
point for each question. This
means that an entry must
not necessarily have all five
answers. If nobody has all
five correct, the entry with
four correct answers will be
the winner. Each contestant
is only allowed to win the
trivia contest three times
during the course of the
year.
Finally, the bi-weekly
trivia winner will receive a
Newswire "Time-out for
Trivia" t-shirt courtesy of
Kuhl's Hot Sportspot.
CONTEST 1/3
(1). How many Federations
are there in the sport of boxing?
(2). What college did Michael "Air" Jordan play basketball ·for?
(3). CINCINNATI TRIVIA
- Who beat the Cincinnati
Bengals in Super Bowl XVI 1
(4). XAVIER TRIVIA What round did Byron Larkin, Xavier's All-Time leading scorer in the history of
Musketeer basketball, get
drafted into the National
Basketball Association (NBA)·
1

(5). CURRENT TRIVIA Who· was the 1988 gold
medal winner in women's
tennis at the Seoul Olympics?· She was also the win:..
ner of the grand slam in tennis (Wimbledon, U.S.,
French and the Australian
Opens)?
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eXcUseme
by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Next Tuesday, many Americans around the country will
head for local polling place5, go
behind a closed curtain, and
make a choice that will shape
the nation for the next four
years. For those that just can't
make up their minds, and find
the coin flip is silly, I have
found a method that can be
termed in one word ... sillier.
After a thorough course of
statistics and a session of Pete
Axhelm picking the winners of
the next week in football, I
headed for the encyclopedias
and began to research. I decided that it is possible for history to repeat itself, and what
better way than through sports.
Note: the ,following is not for
those serious about this election. The rest of you can continue reading.
The first stop is in football.
Since 1968, counting only election years, a team from one of
the two orange states. (California and Florida) has been in the
Super. Bowl, except for 1976
and 1988. In contrast, the Republicans );lave won all elections
since 1968, except for 1976 ...
and 1988. The score is the
Demoaats one, Republicans
nothing.
Moving on to basketball, the
·
Since 1956, whenever the Los
Angeles Lakers are in the championship game (1972, 1980,
1984), the Republicans win the
election. In 1988, the Lakers did
make the final game. The score
is now tied at one.

Republican5 get equal time.

As for baseball, only one statistic really stands out. Since
1940, whenever the Dodgers
(Brooklyn and Los Angeles)
win the National League pennant, 1952 and 1956, the Re-.
publicans have taken home the
election. To reinfoce this statistic, when they played in the
World Series, they played a
team from their own state.
Bring in 1988 where the Dodgers won the pennant and
played another California team.
Republicans move ahead, two
to one.
So it all comes down to
hockey and I have two statisics
left. Since 1940, Edmonton has
been in the playoffs twice in
election years, 1984 and 1988.
The Republicans won in '84, so
why not '887 Finally, the last
election the Boston Bruins were
in the Stanley Cup final series,
before this year, was 1972. The
Bruins won that year and Richard Nixon became president.
Compare that to 1988 when
Boston Jost in the series.
So who do I pick? Well,
that's for me, and the New
York Times to know. Whomever it is, don't be surprised if
that president asks the world
.champions of. the different
sports to the White House. He
really owes them a lot more
credit than many people think.

Hotshot of the :week

lntramurals
by David Stubenrauch
· The Wednesday and Friday softball leagues have finished the season with U Balless Wonder and 2nd Floor
Sacs taking the league
crowns. Now it's time to see
which night has the better
teams as a single elimination
tournament has been set up.
The first games take place
today, November 2, with the
top eight teams going headto-head. The pairings are: U

by David Stu.benrauch
Sports editor

Balless Wonder vs. Buff Nuff
Chex; Allied Forces vs; Social Misfits; Triple K Kids
vs. Team Femunda; and
Team X vs. 2nd Floor Sacs.
Another softball tournament, the Co-Rec Softball
Tournament, had its final
game with Delvecchio's Team
defeating Safe Sex. Wallyball
is also in tournament time
with Dugan, Dwyer, Dunn
defeating U Balless Wonder
and Trojans from Hell defeating Dry w/ a Twist.

the team as they begin tournament competition this Friday.

Deirdre Murphy

RIFLE

VOLLEYBALL
The womens volleyball team
is feeling the ups-and-downs of

The rifle team traveled to
Jacksonville State University in
Sport: TENNIS
Position: 112 singles and douAlabama for a quad match inYear: sophomore
bles player
intercollegiate volleyball. The
volving Jacksonville State, The
Hometown: Orchard Park,
Height:
team went 1-2 last week with
Citadel and the University of
N.Y.
Weight: 130 Jbs.
losses to Miami University and
Kentucky. At the last collegiate
ranking of rifle teams, Xavier
Butler University and a conferSophomore Deirdra Murphy finished the 1988 season with
ence win against Loyola Univer- found itself 11th with JSU
an impressive 18-5 record as the Lady Musketeers' 112 singles'
sity. The team record then
ranked 13th, The Citadel 14th
p]a~. Jn doubles' competition, Murphy and sopho~ore .
stood •t 10-16. The team did
-, and UK ·ranked 15th;· · ·
- •!i. · · · Carla Avington, who make up the team's 112 doubles pair,
receive some good news from
The match turned out to be ·
finished the year with a 16-7 record.
their senior co-captain, Kathy
a second-place finish, but more
· As last year's (13 singles' and doubles' player, Murphy set a
importantly, another record setKalb. Last week, Kalb was
Xavier record with a 19-1 finish in singles' competition as a
ranked 4th in the nation in
ting day. With 1,523 (out of
freshman. She also ended last )tear with a 16-4 doubles' recblocks (2.0 per game), and tops 1,600) points, the team of Gina
. ord, and was therefore named the Midwestern Collegiate
in the Midwestern Collegiate
Schoenenberger, Matt ByConference (MCC) Player of the Year.
Conference in hitting percentage kowski, Sabrina BiBiagio, and
According to Murphy, her most satisfying accomplishment
(.318) and dig average (3.3 per · David Shrank broke the old air
this season was defeating Leslie Corey, a Lady Bearcat from
game)..
rifle record of 1,511. Schoenenthe University of Cincinnati. After dropping the first set to
SOCCER
berger scored a personal 389 to
Corey, 5-7, Murphy battled back and eventually won the
The mens soccer team is
tie the air rifle record set by
match by posting scores of 6-4 and 6-3 in the next two sets.
gearing up for this weekend's
DiBiagio. The air rifle score,
Butler University's Suiie Jacko, another rival, defeated
combined with the smallbore
MCC Championship in St.
Mtirphy at the St. Mary's Invitational in South Bend, Ind.,
Louis, MO. The Muskies finscore of 4,511 (out of 4,800)
earlier this season with an 8-3 victory because of a rain-out.
ished the regular season 10-6-2.
added up to another school recMurphy regained her composure and evened the series by
Last week, the team came back
ord of· 6,034 combined points.
blasting Jacko 6-3 and 6-3 in a dual match at Butler.
from a long losing streak,
The old record was 6,022.
'We're both friends and competitors;' said Murphy of
which included teams like the
The teams record now stand
Jacko, "and we even split our matches last year:'
University of Louisville and the
at 14-3 going into the big home
As a psychology major, Murphy's career ambition is to go
University of West Virginia, to
event of the year, the Walsh
to graduate school and get her doctorate's degree.
beat Otterbein in overtime. The Tournament, shot at the Argame was a great motivator for
mory beginning November 4.

s·r

Sugar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY: 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake, ·
and much, much more!

Leta Than 15 Minutes from Xavier
Authentic Mutlcl• Wear and Other Great MerchancllM lnclucll•:
•
•
•
•
•

~IJ.l!l~VL

I•

'
1

4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee AW!. & Victory 'F>arkway
Across from Nalorp's
Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 8est Breakfast Award.
'
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242-3521

Starter Jackets
Caps
Pennants
Posters
Mugs and Steins

:

• \\bstebaskets
• Magnets
• Coaches Shirts
• Boxer Shorts
• Shot Glasses
• Sweaters
• Clip-Ons
• T-Shirts
• Pens
• Umbrellas
• Authentic Game Jerseys
_ _ML&.OQK.OY!..ICL _ _ 171·1·

.

Receive
10% OFF
Any Purchase

• I
1

:
1

1
with this coupon $1
L$ _____________ tJ
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Donahue energizes·A~M.
by Kent George

Diversions editor·

.-,

As the latest Procter and
Gamble commercial fades, the
camera attempts to follow a
distinguished, grey-haired man
bouncing around a hostile audience still abuzz from a comment made before the last commercial.
Like a bullet in a steel-plated
room, the man jumps from one
audience member to another,
and then back to the guest without missing a beat.
In almost a Socratic method,
the man fuels the very fire he
is charged with moderating. His
manner is chaotically deliberate.
He primes, comers, liberates
and captivates both his audience and his guest. Then, in
the middle of the most heated
exchange of the show, he sheepishly pokes a one-liner into the
conversation. The moderately
angry laugh out loud. The extremely angry break into a
smile.
The director, obviously
winded from his synchronized
movement with the host, signals 15 seconds until the next
commercial break.
As the director counts down
the seconds: the host squeezes
in one more comment from the
audience, summarizes the latest
debate, poses questions of his
own and, amidst a roar of applause says, 'We'll be back:'
All in a split-second before the
the theme music begins.
Who is this caped crusader
of the talk show circuit? The
man is Phil Donahue and his
self-titled talk show has been
the standard by which talk
shows have been judged since
the early 1970s.
Donahue began his career in
·his hometown Cleveland, after
receiving a bachelor's degree in
business administration from
the University of Notre Dame.
After a number of summer jobs
and two years at KYW-radio in
Cleveland, he moved on to be.come the news director at

WABJin Adrian, Mich. From ·
WABJ he went on to WHIO ·in
Dayton. ·
AT WHIO, he won several
broadcasting awards .and began
his joUJ'ney into the·'talk show
scene, hosting a radio call-in
show called Conversation· Piece.
Donahue spent eight years at
WHIO. After. little interest was
·expressed in .the .resumes he
sent out while in Dayton, he
decided to retire from broadcasting.
A short time after he left
WHIO, he received a call. from
WLWD asking him to become
the host of his own television
talk show. One month later
Phil Donahue, the man who set
"The Phil Donahue Show" hit
·the standard for talk shows
the air.
.
The show was a huge success. After national syndication
Hamilton, Ohio.
the show left Dayton, became
In the area to address the
"Donahue" and stopped off in
Fernald Nuclear Plant issue
Chicago for a few years before
Phil experienced a coming '
landing in New York at
home of sorts. As he usually
WNBC.
does, Phil met with the crowd
A number of elements combefore the show; "As I was getbine to give "Donahue" an edge ting off the plane", he said, "an
that very few talk shows have
elderly couple spotted me. The
been able to duplicate. The iniman turned to his female comtial success of "Donahue" was
panion and said 'Look Martha
due to his out-on-a-limb apit's Nick Clooney:"
'
proach to scheduling guests and
It's obvious from watching
topics.
. < him that his number one conWhen asked about his show .,, cern is the· public. During this
topics Donahue said, "I want
pre-show Donahue told the
all the topics hot. I want the
crowd, "Nobody's doing you
show to provoke an all night
any favors. These airways are
conversation:'
for you. We owe it to everyone
. If hot is what he wanted, it
to make your views known. It
is a safe bet he got it. Over the may only be an hour, but it is
years, he has tackled homosexu- the best we've got:'
ality, incest, religion~ politics
Over the course of his career
and more different topics than
he has received nine Emmy
Oprah, Morton Downey and
awards, a George Foster PeaSally Jesse combined.
body Broadcasting award and
"Donahue" was the first
numerous honorary degrees and
American talk show to film inlocal awards. ·
side the Soviet Union and he
He· keeps everything in perbecame the first Western jourspective, however. "Having your
nalist to visit Chernobyl since
own talk show is· an opportuthe nuclear accident. This exem- nity afforded to very few peoplifies another one of "Donapie", he explains. "It should
_hu~'s" trademarks, the remote
happen to everyone. I've met
broadcast.
government leaders, prof-essional
As of October 28 the show
athletes, show people, surgeons,
has gone on the road 102. times. scientists, a colleague of· Adolph
The most recent a visit to
Hitler and the pilot that
bombed Hiroshima. All of this
does not necessarily provoke
more wisdom, but it sure provokes more questions. This
· business of askfog questions and
being involved with conversation they stimulate is the most
personally satisfying part of all
that has happened to me in my
career."
In looking at Phil Donahue
you really understand where
he's coming from if you· compare him to the comment he
made to the Hamilton crowd as
Friday's show was· about to
start taping. All ·he said was
"Here we go, let's make som~
thing happen:'·

by B. Henry Heideman

A diminutive pub. Hardwood floors and neon. A mut
barks ...
DEREK: Look, it all boils down to two words - manipulation and orchestration!
.
CONNIE: Okay fine. Yes, the commercials and a few quote
un-quote debates are all designed according to a prescribed
format; but what about the issues?
DEREK: .Issues?
CONNIE: I believe there was some mention.
DEREK: On yeah, let's see. Drugs, the deficit, jobs housing
health care, education, "choice". . .
'
'
CONNIE: The right to life, foreign policy matters, military
strength, capital punishment ...
DEREK.: Do you hear yourself?
CONNIE: .. ~I don't understand.
~EREK: Obv~ously..The right to life .- SLASH - capital punishment. Foreign pohcy matters - SLASH - military strength.
Oh fantastic, what a melting pot! ''The best America?"
CONNIE: Be kind ... how about qualifications?
DEREK: DAN QUAYLE. Enough said.
CONNIE: ~II. at least the head of the ticket is qualified!
DEREK: "It's Christmas, it's Christmas:'
CONNIE: Well, it has been a great eight ye~s. You want
gas lines and high interest rates?
DEREK: No, more vagueness and crime in the White House
I'm a_Jso partial to interview springs muffled by the sound of
a helicopter.
·
CONNIE: Let's turn the conversation to performance.
DEREK: Where's George?
C~NNIE: ~II, Mt. Ted Kennedy, he is at home, with his
wife, sober ... pause What ever happened to our intellectual
conversation1
DEREK: Or theirs.
CONNIE: Well I guess that is all we've been left with to
make our decisions. That is all the candidates or the media
have to offer. Adversarial encounters performed in the tradition of low-comedy.
DEREK: Made-for-TV. The whole group operates with the
intellectual agility of a video director for Poison.
CONNIE: They are swift.
NORM: They all use steroids.
Nonn, Carny and Hope come in.
DEREK: Alright, about time. Let's spice this thing up.
HOPE: Not the Bengals again.
CARNY: I love fumbling jocks. ·
DEREK: Yeah, sort of.
.
C<?NNIE: Actually, we were just talking, about the campaign. Although I guess it is another stupid sporting event.
NORM: You have to hit with your commercials, pretend to
be sure of yourself in every debate (even the topics in whichyour .advisors are the only real athletes), and bad-mouth in
·
the pile.
DEREK: And of course, avoid getting tackled with the real
bulk of complex issues.
CARNY: I· liked• watching the journalists after the debates
t~ to ~ it see~ as though they talked about any- ·
thing. I espeaally en1oyed the spin-doctors.
DEREK: Partisan p0litical propagandists . . . false advertising!
CONNIE: I want to put a gun to my head!
HOPE: No, I'm sure Bush could give you· Noriega's phone
number. Pills don't hurt like bullets.
·
•
·
CARNY: Just wte for Ron Paul, the Libertarian p,,.~·s p--

Downtown.Gourmet
Callee
. Needs Retail : : Help.
Experience. Necessary.
Call 721-2233 b appoinbnent.
Start· M/hr. · . .

{ ; :· ? )' · '. '.

l l j i I \ t / :

.

idential candidate.
DEREK:
Onion headlll .
,
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u2 rattles .. Progress wit:h . ··Nightwaves altematnte···
by Andmo Goetz
staff reporter
. U2's new album, Rattle and
Hum, (the title taken from the
U2 song "Bullet the Blue Sky")
is not your normal everyday ·
rock-and-roll album. But then,
when have we ever expected
anything nonnal and everyday
from a band like U2?
The album is made up of 17
tracks. Six are live tunes from
U2's forthcoming concert film of
the same title. Nine songs are
brand-spanking new, and the
other two are just snippets of
songs from other artists, ·~
dom For My People" by Sterling Magee (38 seconds) and ·
part of Jimi Hendrix's "Star
Spangled Banner'' a la Woodstock (43 seconds).

The studio tracks, like "Desire;' "Hawkmoon 269" and
"Goel Part II" (dedicated to
John Lennon), prove that U2
still knows how to rock. Following the direction the band
started with The Joshua Tree,
their latest album, there are a
few blues tunes. The best of
these is a hard blues song
called ''When Love Comes to
Town:' Biues great B.B. King
helps out on guitar and vocals.

iacs. They are all having a very .....
dent-run program at WVXU. ·
Oub, an avant garde altema.tive program that dabbled in ·
Juniors Mark Keefe and Greg
good .year, and they all started
Rickert are the directors, and
·Where can you find some
on altemati~ programs. Other..
pop and mainstream music,
. Sugar Cubes, Afgan .Whigs,
all but one of the on-air perstations may be playing these
was its predecessor and had
· Talking. Heads and Screalning
sonalities are .Xavier students.
been on the air· since IWmlary,. bands now,' but Nightwaves
played them· when they were
Nightwaves. Offers. occasionat . 1987. But Keefe and Rickert
Blue .Messiahs in Cincinnati?
.. The
is -as close as the
live broadcasts of bands in
really new:'
.
wanted more. They pushed
WVXU's Studio A, a studio in
nearest.FM radio.
''People· tend to see alternaNightwaves to focus on the cutThe Cubes, Whigs, Heads
the WVXU building capable of
tive music as hardcore punk
ting edge of new alternative
and Messiahs are all bands that holding up to 50 ·people for live music. Thus, Nightwaves is of-· stuff, which it's not;' added
fall under the alternative music
broadcasts. WVXU is the only
Keefe. ''Purik is dead:'
ten the very first to debut
category. Xavier's very own
What's next. for Nightwaves?
radio station to have these facil- bands like Camper Van BeeWVXU (91.7 FM in Cincinnati
On November 10, Nightwaves
ities in the Greater Ciitcinnati
thovan, the Cure and the Cocand 89.3 in Chillicothe, . Ohio)
· will begin a four-week series of
area. Cincimuiti MagRZine rated teau· TwiDs' hl the Cincinnati
haS slice of alternative music Nightwaves: the second best al- area. It's also the only program live broadcasts from The ClubThursday through Saturternative· program behind
house (formerly the Metro),
· to give an ear to local Cincinday night after midnight on the \.\OXY; .a comparatively lawer-.
downtown, on Thursday nights
nati bands like the Afgan
powered· commercial. station. · Whigs and the Thangs.
Nightwaves program.
from 12-1 a.m.
Some people may ask what's
WVXU is a public station, so
So if you. have an ear for the
"Alternative music is the
alternative, .tUrie in to WVXU's
there are no commercials.
so special about Nightwaves.
best-kept secret in rock and
Nightwaves, every Thursday
W!ll, it~ the only alternative
roll:' says Rickert. ''Look at
through Saturday, after midmusic program in Cincinnati.
Nightwaves· was born on
bands like U2, INXS, REM,
NightwaVes is also the only stu- June 16, 1988. The Moonlight
Ziggy Marley and 10,000 Man- night, on the WVXU stations.

b1f Andmo Goetz . . .··

answer

a

every

"I wasnt rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know

thescoreof
last nights game.''

Bob Dylan is also a guest
artist on ''Hawkmoon 269;' and
he· co-wrote the lyrics and sin8s
''Love Rescue Me" with Bono.
U2 has certainly not lost its
social conscience, which shines
most prominantly in ''Van Dieman's Land", written by The
Edge (guitarist Dave Edmunds).
It is also present in Bono's writing, especially in the wonderfully sarcastic "God Part II" (/

don't believe in riches, but you
should see where I live).
In the live tracks Bono also
challenges us to think about
Apartheid, San Salvador and
the Ideals of people like Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The album, as a whole,
doesn't quite reach the emotional level and consistency of
The Unforgettable Fire, but it's
hard to expect that from an album which mixes live and studio songs. Fans of the band
will not be disappointed. Newcomers may want to think
about investing in some of U2's
earlier albums to understand
the greatest rock and roll band
of the '80s. Their music and influence is here to stay, so don't
mess with records, buy the CD.
About the only thing that
bothers me about Rattle and
Hum is the pictures of the
band. It may sound nit-picky,
but the pictures are in the same
. style. as those from the last
three albums, black and white,
grainy pictures that are sometimes out of focus. Rock and
roll is supposed to be fun,
guys. Every now and then it
would be nice to See it fook
like fun; Alright already, .
enoughmysticism. To quote
Bono, "I don't think rock and
roll can. change the world:'

Go ahead and gloat. You can

rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A'I&T Long Distance Service.

Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call.·. It costs a
lot less than you think to ,let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~
If youtl like to knowmore about
AnU products and services, like
International Calling and the Am
Catd, call us at 1 800 222·0300.

•
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All announcements must be
eent to The ~vier Newswire
office in B~ Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct all
mail to Anita Klausing, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

November
The Health and Counseling
Center is sponsoring the
first Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACA) meeting from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Kuhlman Hall Chapel. Future meetings will be held every Thursday at the same time and
place. All are welcome to attend. For more information,
please contact Lissa Knue at

3

745-3022.
The Spanish Club is presenting "La pergola de las
Hores;' a videotape of a
play by Chilean playwright Isidora Aguirre. It is at 7 p.m. in
the Regis Room. For more information, please contact Dr. Irene Hodgson at 745-31164.

3

Peace and Justice is presenting "Cover-Up: Behind
the Iran-Contra Affair:'
The video will be at 3:30 and
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room.
All are welcome to attend.

3

Amnesty IntemationalXU's chapter of Human
Rights wiJJ have their
meeting at 2 p.m. in the Dorothy Day House.

4

The Spanish Club in coordination with the Department of Romance Languages at the University of
Cincinnati is sponsoring a lecture in Spanish by Isidora
Aguirre. The lecture will be at
4 p.m., 708 Old Chemistry
Bldg., University of Cincinnati
campus.

4

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
lerm Papers, Resumes,
Letters,

etc.

Reasonable Rates
Call: M.ary 451-1196

Are you "Clue-less"
about what to do
this Thursday?
Win passes to the
new movie,
Without A Clue ...
plus, win Clue board
& video games,
Thursday at

BURGUNDY'S
SKIERS

join us for annual winter
break trip to Colorado.
This year Keystone, North
Peak and A-Basin are featured. C.omplete package
$429.00 includes round
trip transportation, lodging and lift tickets. For information and reservations call Kurt Niemeyer
at Prestige Travel 513-2481951 ·collect.
·

6

The Jazz Piano Series will

present Oliver Jones. in . the
University Center .Theatre
at 7:30 p.m .. All are welcome
to attend. For more information, please call 745-3161.
The Spanish Club is presenting Spanish speakers of
']
all levels interacting at an
informal social gathering. The
Conversational Hour will be at
7 p.m. in the .Becker House.
For more information, please
contact Dr. Irene Hodgson at

745-3464.

8-..J.:"'f 10~.:n~:':!~n~r

and Profes- .
sional Development is present- ·
ing the seminar "Develpment of
the First Line Supervisor". The
seminar is to benefit supervisors. The seminar is from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, .please contact Pam Bechtol at 745-2920. ·
·

Alcoholics .Anonymo11s
All are welcome to attend an
open Alcoholic Anonymous
meeting every Tuesday at 5:45
p.m. in the OKI Room of the
University Center.

For Your Information
The Deadline for undergraduates to file for degree applications is December 3, 1988;
Forms are available in the Registrar's Office and should be
returned to the Registrar's Office- Alter Hall, Room 129. Late
fee is $60.

XU Basketball Ball Person
Needed!
Would you like to be a part
of the Muskies Winning Action
this season7 Four individuals
are needed to serve the team as
"ball persons" for every home
game. If you are interested
please contact David Coleman
at 745-3205 ASAP.

The

FIGHT·

CANCER.
EAT
YOUR·.
EGOABLES.

Monday-Thursday .... 7 p.m.-l a.m. :
Friday .... ; ......... 2 p.m.-la.m.
·Saturday&
Sunday ............ 7 p.m.-1 a.m.

·cATCH. the·.
Wild, NEW'.·'
menu items!

There's strong evidence your greengrocer
has access to;J:ancer
protection you won't find
in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli, peaches,
spinach, tomatoes, citrus
fruits and various other
types of fruits and vege~
tables. They may help
reduce the risk of some
forms of cancer.
Write for more information:

STOP IN
OR CALL:
The DoWnUnder
745-3530:·

· !AMERICAN

'~

···~

XAVIER STUDENTS
·RECEIVE A 10o/o DISCOUNT
. ON :ANY PRESCRIPTION.

Ad. No. 1286-J (2" x 5")

Created as a public service by
Ally & Gargano, Inc,

Just show your student l.D.

Just bring in· your prescription, or your old refill bottle (we can transfer your prescriptionto wa1greens).

·son CONTACT
as Iowas 14.99*

NEED$
FOR TUITION?
Part-Time
Jobs Availabl'
Call 621-2459
Ask· for June.

X\VIEK
.

·DoWnUncitel-

UNIVERSITY . . ·.

TELEVISION CENTER.·
'745-3461·
SPRING COURSE OFFERINGS
CA337VIDEO POST Pt=lODUCTION (Feld)
Monday - 7-9:30 p.rn. . .
.
.
CA243 TV REPORTING & PERFORMANCE (Von Hoene)
·
Monday_ - 7-9:30 p.m.
CA221 VIDEO PRODUCTION & TECHNOLOGY
Tuesday·. ~:~~:40 p.m. (Smith)
Wednesday - 7-9:30 p.m. (Broering)
CA345 TV SPORTS REPORTING (Dierking)
.
, TlHt&day, 7~9:30 p.m. ·..·
C'A342 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHICS (Yancey)
•• · . Thursday, 7-~:30 p.m;
·
'.···,
GA345 .TV LIGHTING (Smith)
• Thursday, 7-9:30 p.m;
CHECKYOUR SPRING BULLETIN.FOR DETAILS .

REPLACEMENT LENSES.

lolt a contact lens?
Bring your written prescription to the nearest wa1greens.
• In 48 hours, your new factory-sealed soft contacts will be ready
·for pick-up.
· ·

Hne )OU w

.~

*B&L, soft spin OW

FAST AND EASY SAVINGS

Featuring • Bausch & Lomb • Coba Vision
Cooper· Vision • Barnes-Hind • American Hydron
GOOD ONLY AT:
Your Neighborhood Walgreens Location

3800 Reading Rd.
281-0085

4405 Montgomery
731-0082
Montgomery

I

* 4405 Montgomery
Welgreena (Norwood)

Victory Parkway

· Reading Rd.

~

*

Welgreena
3500 Reading Rd.

~..,...-~~~-t-~~~~~.,..-~--+1-'~~~-

~----~----------------~~~FREE
. FREE
Bring In this cou.,On
for a free •mpl8 of

S,fJper Aytinal Therapeutic .
Vitamin
& Mineral
Tablets
·
.FREE
. ..
.
.. FREE·

